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ABSTRACT 
The recently developed algorithm of Niederreiter for the factorization of polyno- 
mials over finite fields provides a “linearization” of the factorization problem via 
differential equations in rational function fields. We show that the range of applicabil- 
ity of this algorithm can be extended by various techniques, such as the application of 
normal bases and the use of Hasse-Teichmiiller derivatives. We also discuss topics 
from pseudorandom vector generation and combinatorial linear algebra that lead to 
interesting linear algebra problems over finite fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We discuss several topics that are connected with finite fields and that do 
not per se belong to linear algebra, but which can be reduced to, or can be 
rephrased in terms of, linear algebra problems. Our prime example is 
factorization of polynomials over finite fields, which is clearly a nonlinear 
problem as it stands, but which can be “linearized’ by various devices, in 
particular by a new algorithm due to the author [20]. Further material relates 
to pseudorandom vector generation, to algebraic coding theory, and to the 
theory of uniform point distributions in unit cubes. 
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Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the problem of factoring polynomials over 
finite fields, which is a crucial task in computer algebra. Some linearization 
techniques for this problem are already classical, such as the Berlekamp 
algorithm (see Berlekamp [l] and Lid1 and Niederreiter [S, Chapter 41). We 
will concentrate on the new deterministic algorithm in [2O], which is based on 
differential equations in rational function fields and which has several advan- 
tages over the Berlekamp algorithm. We will prove various extensions of the 
results in [20] that widen the range of applicability of the algorithm; in 
particular, we will show how to overcome the restriction to finite prime fields 
in [2O]. We will also discuss various computational questions and raise some 
open problems. Section 2 treats finite fields of characteristic 2, and Section 3 
shows how to use Hasse-Teichmiiller derivatives to get an algorithm for 
arbitrary finite fields. 
Pseudorandom vector generation, the topic of Section 4, is an increasingly 
important area in simulation methodology because of the trend towards 
parallelization in simulation. Currently, there are not that many methods 
available for the generation of pseudorandom vectors; see [17, Chapter lo] 
for a survey of known methods. We will discuss the matrix method for 
pseudorandom vector generation and point out some open problems con- 
nected with it. We will also introduce the multiple-recursive matrix method, a 
generalization of the matrix method, and describe derived methods for 
pseudorandom number generation. 
In Section 5 we will present a problem of combinatorial linear algebra 
which can be viewed as a generalization of a classical problem on linear block 
codes in algebraic coding theory. This problem is also connected with the 
theory of uniform point distributions in unit cubes. A method of extending 
the currently best solution to this problem will be outlined. 
Throughout this paper, Fq will denote the finite field with q elements, 
where q is a prime power. We will use p to designate a prime number. 
2. FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS OVER FINITE FIELDS: 
CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In [ZO] it was shown how to “linearize” the problem of factoring polyno- 
mials over a finite prime field Fp by considering a certain ordinary differen- 
tial equation in the rational function field F,(x). In the case p = 2 this 
differential equation attains the simple form 
(fi)’ = h2, 
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where f E F,[ x] is the polynomial to be factored and h E F,]x] is an 
unknown polynomial. The key result in [20] is a complete description of all 
solutions h of (1) for a given squarefree f. 
We first describe a simple alternative approach to this result in [ZO] that 
has two advantages: it works for any field of characteristic 2, and it allows us 
to drop the requirement that f be squarefree. 
To set the stage, let F be an arbitrary field and let f E F[x] be a manic 
polynomial of degree deg(f) = d > 1. Let the canonical factorization of f 
over F be 
f = gl”’ . . . g2, 
where g,, . . . , g, E F[ x] are distinct manic irreducible polynomials over F 
and where e,, . . . , e, are positive integers. The problem of factorization is to 
determine this canonical factorization, or equivalently, to find a nontrivial 
factor of f, since then the complete factorization can be obtained by 
iteration. In some factorization algorithms one first applies a reduction to the 
case where f is squarefree, i.e., where e, = 1 for 1 < i < m (compare with 
18, p. 1481). 
THEOREM 1. If F is an arbitrary field of characteristic 2 and iff E F[ x] 
is a manic polynomial of positive degree, then the polynomials h E F[ x] 
solving the differential equation 
are exactly given by 
(jh)’ = h2 
f 
h = bb’, 
(3) 
where b runs through all squarefree monk factors off. If the irreducible 
factors off have only simple roots (which happens e.g. if the field F is 
perfect), th en dr z erent choices for b yield diflerent solutions h, and so (3) has 
exactly 2” distinct solutions, where m is the number of distinct manic 
irreducible factors off. 
Proof. The trivial solution h = 0 of (3) is obtained by choosing b = 1. 
Now let h z 0 be a solution of (3), and put a = gcd(f, h). Then f = ab and 
h = ac with gcd(b, c> = I. Since (3) implies (f/h)’ = 1, that is, (b/c)’ = I, 
we obtain 
b’c - be’ = c2. (4) 
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Thus c divides bc’, and gcd(b, c) = 1 implies that c divides c’. This is only 
possible if c’ = 0. Returning to (4), we see that we must have c = b’; hence 
h = UC = (f/b)b’. C onversely, if h = (f/b)b’ with an arbitrary factor b of 
f, then h solves (3), since 
(jh)’ = [ (;)‘bb j’ = (f )'tb',' = h2, 
where we have used that g” = 0 for all g E F[x]. 
Let f have the canonical factorization (21, and let b be a factor of f, 
which we can take to be manic. Thus 
b = fig;1 with O<ri<ei for lGi<m. 
i=l 
Then for h = (f/b)b’ we get 
Since F has characteristic 2, the vi only matter modulo 2, and so it suffices to 
restrict b to the squarefree manic factors off. 
For the second part of the theorem, let g,, . . . , g, have only simple 
roots. Then every squarefree manic factor b off has only simple roots, and 
so for the corresponding solution h = (f/b)b’ we have 
f f 
gcd(f, h) = z gcd(b, b’) = %. (5) 
This implies in particular that different choices for b yield different solutions 
h, whence the second part of the theorem. n 
REMARK 1. If some irreducible factor gi of f has multiple roots, then 
gi = 0, and so b = 1 and b = gi yield the same solution h = 0 of (3). Thus, 
the condition in the second part of Theorem 1 is needed. 
REMARK 2. Since every finite field is perfect, the results of Theorem 1 
apply in particular to all finite fields of characteristic 2. 
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Let F again be an arbitrary field of characteristic 2. We can rewrite (3) as 
a system of quadratic equations for the coefficients of the unknown polyno- 
mial h as follows. Note first that either from the explicit form of a solution h 
or from a comparison of degrees in (3) we get deg(h) < d. Furthermore, 
since we are in characteristic 2, both sides of (3) are polynomials in x2. Thus, 
(3) holds if and only if the coefficients of x2i, 0 <j =G d - 1, agree on both 
sides. Now the coefficient of x2i in ($4)’ is the coefficient of x2j+’ in fi. 
Therefore, if 
d d-l 
f(x) = CfY and h(x) = C hkxk 
r=O k=O 
with all fr, hk E F, th en (3) is equivalent to the system 
min(2j + 1, d - 1) 
c f2j+l-khk = hj for 0 <j < d - 1. (6) 
k=max(zj+l-d,O) 
As in [20], we denote the d X d coefficient matrix on the (linear) left-hand 
side of (6) by M,(f >. Note that M,(f) can be read off immediately from the 
coefficients of the given polynomial f. Th us, there is no setup cost for the 
matrix M,(f ). 
If F = F2, then (6) becomes the homogeneous system of linear equations 
[M,(f) - &]h’ = 0, (7) 
where Zd is the d X d identity matrix and h = (h,, . . , h,_ 1) E Ft. This 
leads to the binary case of the factorization algorithm in [2O]. 
If F = Fq with q = 2t, t > 2, then (6) can be turned into a homogeneous 
system of linear equations by the following method. Let B = 
( o!, cx2,. . ) cl! ‘“} be a normal basis of Fcf over F, (see [8, pp. 59-60]), and 
write 
t-1 
fr = ir.of!i’~“’ for O<r<d, 
t-1 
h, = c h(ki)a2’ for O<k<d-1, 
i=O 
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where all f,!{), hJt) E I?,. N ow insert these expressions into (6). On the 
left-hand side, express each product of elements of B as a linear combination 
of the elements of B. On the right-hand side, note that the coordinate vector 
of hj” relative to B is obtained from the coordinate vector of hj relative to B 
by a cyclic shift to the right. Then carry out a comparison of coefficients of 
the elements of B on both sides of the resulting equations. In this way, (6) is 
seen to be equivalent to the homogeneous system of linear equations 
K,(f, B)HT = 0, 
where K,(f, B) is a dt X dt matrix over F,, and H E Fit contains the 
unknowns h(ki) in some (say lexicographic) order. To reduce the cost of 
setting up the matrix K,(f, B), it is advisable to use a low-complexity normal 
basis B, i.e., a normal basis B such that the table representing the product of 
any two elements of B as a linear combination of elements of B is sparse; see 
[3, Chapter 5; 111 for such normal bases. 
The arguments above show that for F = Fq, q = 2t, t > 2, the differen- 
tial equation (3) is equivalent to the system (81. From Theorem 1 and 
Remark 2 we infer that (81 has exactly 2” solutions. Consequently, the matrix 
Kg<f, B) has rank dt - m. In particular, we obtain the following irreducibil- 
ity criterion: f is irreducible over Fq if and only if gcd(f, f’) = 1 and 
K,(f, B) has rank dt - 1. 
In this way, we arrive at the following factorization algorithm for polyno- 
mials over finite fields Fq, q = 2t. We may include the case t = 1 by 
defining K,(f, B) = M,(f) - 1,. Th en the deterministic algorithm below 
generalizes the binary case of the algorithm in [20]. 
ALGORITHM A (Factorization of manic nonconstant polynomials f over 
finite fields Fq of characteristic 2). 
1. Set up the matrix K,(f, B). 
2. Solve the system (8) of linear equations. Each solution H gives rise to a 
polynomial h over F,, that solves (3). 
3. Take polynomials h # 0 from step 2, and calculate gcd(f, h) until we get 
gdf, h) z 1. 
Then gcd(f, h) 1s a nontrivial factor of f. By the formula (5) we see that if f 
is not squarefree, then any solution h f 0 yields a nontrivial factor gcd(f, h), 
whereas if f is squarefree, then any solution h + 0, f’ yields a nontrivial 
factor gcd( f, h). 
REMARK 3. This algorithm works also for an arbitrary perfect field of 
characteristic 2, but one will have to solve (6) instead of the linear system (8). 
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The algorithm may break down if the underlying field F is not perfect. For 
instance, if gi = 0 for 1 < i < m, then (3) has only the trivial solution h = 0. 
In this case, we can choose the largest integer e > 1 such that f(x) = g(x’“> 
with g E F[ x], and then we can apply the algorithm to g. 
In practice, Algorithm A becomes rather involved for large 4 = 2t. The 
most favorable case is of course q = 2. In this case, Algorithm A has several 
obvious advantages over the Berlekamp algorithm: 
(i) The polynomial f need not be squarefree as in the Berlekamp 
algorithm. 
(ii) There is no setup cost for the matrix M*(f) in (7), whereas there is a 
setup cost of O(d”) arithmetic operations in F, for the Berlekamp matrix. 
(iii) If f is sparse, then the matrix M,(f > is sparse, and so (7) can be 
solved by faster methods. On the other hand, the Berlekamp matrix for a 
sparse polynomial need not necessarily be sparse. 
Advantage (i) is of course retained by Algorithm A in the general case 
q = Zt. To calculate the setup cost for the matrix K,( f, B) in (8) in the case 
q = 2t, we can assume that a normal basis B of Fq over F, is already 
available. Furthermore, we can suppose that all elements of Fq are given by 
their coordinate vectors relative to a fixed basis of Fq over F2, say a 
polynomial basis (see [B, p. 5911, and that the t X t transition matrix from this 
basis to the normal basis B is also known. The determination of B and the 
calculation of this transition matrix can be classified as a precomputation, as it 
depends only on Fq and not on the polynomial f. With this proviso, the 
coordinate vectors (relative to B) of all coefficients of f can be computed by 
using O(dt2) arithmetic operations in F2. Given these coordinate vectors, the 
matrix K,(f, B) can be calculated by using O(cZt3> arithmetic operations in 
F2. Thus, in the worst case, the setup cost for Kq<f, B) is O(dt3> arithmetic 
operations in F2, with an appropriately reduced cost if the basis B is not of 
maximal complexity, but of a lower complexity. This should be compared with 
the setup cost for the Berlekamp matrix, which amounts to O(d3 + d2t> 
arithmetic operations in Fq. 
Advantage (iii) is also retained in the general case q = 2t, as it is easily 
seen that if f is sparse, then the matrix K,(f, B) has at least the same degree 
of relative sparsity. Moreover, if f is sparse, say if f has exactly s nonzero 
coefficients, then we get a reduction in the setup cost for Kq<f, B): the 
coordinate vectors (relative to B) of all coefficients of f can then be 
computed by using O(st2> arithmetic operations in F,, and the matrix 
K,(f, B) can be calculated by using O(st3) arithmetic operations in F, 
(again with an appropriate reduction if B has low complexity). In the sparse 
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case, the Wiedemann algorithm can be used to solve (7) and (8) significantly 
faster than by Gaussian elimination; see [23] and the recent work of 
Coppersmith [5] on the Wiedemann algorithm. In connection with (7) we 
raise the following problem. 
PROBLEM 1. Find a method for solving (71, i.e., for determining the 
eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 1 of M,(f), that is significantly faster than 
Gaussian elimination, e.g. that requires at most O(d”) operations in F2. 
Because of the special structure of the matrix M,(f) (it is vaguely 
reminiscent of a Toeplitz matrix), there is some hope that such a speedup on 
Gaussian elimination is possible. For fast methods of solving Toeplitz systems 
of linear equations, see e.g. Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [4]. 
3. FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS OVER FINITE FIELDS: 
GENERAL CASE 
For an arbitrary finite prime field Fp the ordinary differential equation 
Y (P-1) + y’ = 0 (9) 
of order p - 1 in the rational function field F (x) allows us to “linearize” the 
factorization problem (see [20]). If f E F,[ x f is a squarefree manic polyno- 
mial of degree d > 1, so that the canonical factorization (2) of f has the 
special form 
then it was proved in [20] that the solutions y = h/f of (9) with h E F,[ x] 
and fixed denominator f are exactly given by 
(10) 
If for a fixed f we write (9) in the equivalent form 
=- hP (11) 
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with an unknown polynomial h E FJx], then it was shown in [20] that by 
comparison of coefficients (11) reduces to the homogeneous system of linear 
equations 
[M,(f) + &]hT = 0, (12) 
whereh = (ho,...,hd_l) E F d is the coefficient vector of h and the cl X d 
matrix M,(f) is defined in [2O7. 
Miller [9] has extended the analysis of (9) by considering this differential 
equation in F,(x), where Fq is an arbitrary finite field of characteristic p. He 
has shown that for an arbitrary f E F,[ x ] with canonical factorization (2>, the 
solutions y = h/f of (9) with h E F,[ x] and fmed denominator f are exactly 
given by (lo), where again cl,. . , c, E Fp. Note that here f need not be 
squarefree. In fact, the argument in [9] works also over any field F of 
characteristic p, provided that the irreducible factors of f have only simple 
roots (which happens e.g. if F is perfect). In this case, all the solutions in (10) 
are distinct, and so (11) has exactly p” distinct solutions h E F[ x]. 
Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic p and let f E F[ X] be manic 
of degree d > 1. By considering (11) for an unknown h E F[x] and going 
through the same arguments as in [20], we get an equivalent system of 
algebraic equations which instead of (12) has the form 
M,(f)hT = -(hp)T, (13) 
where hP is shorthand for the vector (hi,. , h$_,) E F”. 
If we now let F be the finite field Fcl with 4 = p’, t 2 2, then (13) can 
be turned into a homogeneous system of linear equations by the same 
method that led from (6) to (8), i.e., by working with a normal basis 
B = {a, cyp,. . ., apt-‘} of Fq over Fp. We write the resulting system of 
linear equations as 
K,(f, B)HT = 0, (14) 
where K,(f, B) is a dt X dt matrix over Fp, and H E Fp”” contains the 
unknowns h(ki), i.e., the coordinates of the h, relative to the basis B. It is 
again preferable to use a low-complexity normal basis B. Because of the 
equivalence of (11) and (14), the latter system has exactly p” solutions, and 
so K,(f, B) has rank dt - m. In particular, the irreducibility criterion stated 
in Section 2 holds for arbitrary Fq. If we include the case t = 1 by defining 
K,(f, B) = M,(f) + I,, th en we obtain the following deterministic algo- 
rithm generalizing the algorithm in [2O]. 
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ALGORITHM B (Factorization of manic nonconstant polynomials f over 
arbitrary finite fields F4>. 
1. Set up the matrix $<f, B). 
2. Solve the system (14) of linear equations. Each solution H gives rise to a 
polynomial h over Fq that solves (11). 
3. Take polynomials h z 0 from step 2, and calculate gcd(f, h) until we get 
gcd(f, h) + 1. 
Then gcd(f, h) is a nontrivial factor off. From (10) it follows that if f is not 
squarefree, then any solution h # 0 yields a nontrivial factor gcd(f, h), 
whereas if f is squarefree, then gcd(f, h) . 1s a nontrivial factor if and only if 
ci = 0 for at least one, but not all, i. Thus, if f is squarefree, then exactly 
P” - ( p - 1)” - 1 solutions h yield a nontrivial factor gcd(f, h) off. 
REMARK 4. If f is squarefree, i.e., if gcd(f,f’) = 1, then we may first 
calculate the rank of K,(f, B) in step 2. If this rank is dt - 1, then f is 
irreducible over Fq and the algorithm stops. 
We now introduce a different way of extending the factorization algorithm 
in [20] from finite prime fields to arbitrary finite fields. This method is based 
on the use of Hasse-Teichmiiller derivatives. For an arbitrary field F and an 
integer k > 0, the Hasse-Teichmiiller derivative HCk’ of order k is defined 
for formal Laurent series over F in x-l by 
where w is an arbitrary integer and all s, E F. The Hasse-Teichmiiller 
derivative was introduced by Hasse [7] and Teichmiiller [2I], and its theory 
was recently developed further by GGttfert [6]. We note that HCk) is an 
F-linear operator. Since every rational function over F has a unique expan- 
sion into a formal Laurent series as above, HCk’ is in particular defined on 
F(x). For the sake of completeness, we include a proof of the following 
lemma from Gijttfert [6]. 
LEMMA 1. For any a E F and any integers k > 0 and r 2 1 u;e have 
HCk)((x - a)-‘) = ( ir)(z - a)-r-k. 
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Proof. We have 
Hck’(( x - u) -) = H q,,i:: ;)r-n) 
Now 
and so 
Hck'(( x - a)-‘) = ( ;‘,,._f;, ir : ;’ l)n”‘-kx-n 
= y- (x - q-k. ( 1 
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Let Fy be an arbitrary finite field, and let F be an arbitrary extension 
field of Fq. We consider the differential equation 
H(9V1)( y) - y9 = 0 
(15) 
in the rational function field F(x). Since L(y) = H(q-l)( y) - yY is an 
F,-linear operator on F(x), the solutions y of (15) form an Fy-linear 
subspace of F(r). We define deg(y) for y E F(x) to be, as usual, the 
degree of the numerator minus the degree of the denominator of y ; 
equivalently, deg ( y) is the largest exponent actually appearing in the formal 
Laurent series expansion of y # 0, and deg(0) = - ~0. Then 
d% (H (9-l)( y)) < deg( y) - q + 1 for all Y =F(x). 
If y is a solution of (15) then the inequality above and a comparison of 
degrees in yY = H(+)(y) yi eld 4 deg(y) < deg(y) - 4 + 1, hence 
deg(y) < -1. 
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Given a manic nonconstant polynomial f E F[ xl, we now consider only 
those solutions y of (15) with fmed denominator f, that is, y = h/f with 
h E F[ x]. These solutions form again an F,-linear subspace of F(x), and this 
solution space can be described explicitly under a condition which is always 
satisfied if F is perfect. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be an arbitrary extension field of the finite field Fq, 
let f E F[ x] be a monk nonconstant polynomial with canonical factorization 
(2), and assume that g,, . , g,, have only simple roots (which happens e.g. 
if F is perfect). Then the solutions y of (15) with fixed denominator f are 
exactly given by 
with c~,...,c, E Fq. 
Proof. We extend the method in Miller [9] and Niederreiter [20]. We 
have already shown that any solution y = h/f of (15) satisfies deg ( y) < - 1; 
hence deg (h) < deg(f ). The polynomial g, ... g, E F[ x] has only simple 
roots; let R be the set of its roots in its splitting field E over F. The roots of 
f are exactly the P E R, each with some multiplicity e( P). Thus, the 
partial-fraction decomposition of y over E has the form 
withal1 y( /3,r) E E. (16) 
By Lemma 1 we have 
(17) 
Now suppose that for some PO E R and some r > 2 we had y( PO, r> + 0, 
and choose r to be maximal for this PO. Since y satisfies (15) and since the 
term y(&, rP(x - &-‘9 appears in yq, it follows from the uniqueness of 
the partial-fraction decomposition that this term also has to appear in (17). 
But r + q - 1 < rq for r > 2, and so this is impossible. Consequently, (16) 
and (17) have the simpler forms 
Y(P) 
y= c- Y(P) 
PER ’ - P 
and H(9-1)(~) = @FR (x _ p)9’ 
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respectively, where y( /?) = y( P, 1) f or all p E R. Then (15) holds if and 
only if y( /3P = y(P) f or all p E R, i.e., if and only if y( /I) E F4 for all 
/3 E R. By Galois theory, if Pi E R and & E R are conjugate over F, then 
~(6) and Y(&) are conjugate over F; but since y( PI), y( &) E F(, c F, 
this implies y( Pi) = -y( &). Thus, with suitable ci, . . . , c, E F, we get 
g;(P)=0 
and conversely, every such y solves (IS). n 
REMARK 5. If q = p is prime and F is an arbitrary field of characteristic 
p, then it follows from the definition of H(‘-‘) that H(p- l)(y) = -y(P-l) 
for all formal Laurent series y over F in x-l. Therefore, in this case the 
differential equation (15) d re uces to (9) considered in F(x). Thus, Theorem 
2 includes the corresponding results in Miller [9] and Niederreiter [20] as 
special cases. 
REMARK 6. Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic p, and let 9 be 
an arbitrary power of p. Then we can find the solutions y E F(x) of 
H(q- “( y> = y’ with a fixed monk nonconstant denominator f E F[ x] by 
making the Ansatz 
y=h_ m 
f - = SnX-n-l n O 
with all s, E F. Then 
H”I-1’(y) = e ( ;n_-ll)i.r”v 
n=O 
cc 
= 4 n+9-1 n=O q _ 1 1 s,xen-q = n=osn~X-n~-~, 5 (18) 
where in the last step we have used the Lucas congruence for binomial 
coefficients. On the other hand, we have 
yY = f +-nY-q, 
n=O 
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and so y satisfies H (9- I’( y) = y9 if and only if 
s =S 9 
n9 n 
for n = O,l,. . . . 
In the case F = Fq this condition is equivalent to sn9 = s, for n = 0, 1, . . . , 
which means that the sequence sO, si, is a so-called characteristic se- 
quence for f. We intend to explore this connection further in later work. 
Let F again be an arbitrary field of characteristic p, let q be an arbitrary 
power of p, and let f E F[ x] be manic with deg <f > = d > 1. If y = h/f 
with fixed f and an unknown polynomial h(x) = CfIAh, xk E F[ xl, then 
Hc9 - “( y) = y9 can be written in the form 
f9H(9-1) f = h9. 
i 1 (19) 
Using the definition of H(q-l) and Lemma 1, we see that the left-hand side 
of (19) is a polynomial over F of degree < (d - l)q, and this is trivial for 
the right-hand side. Moreover, the right-hand side is clearly a polynomial in 
~9, and it follows from (18) that the left-hand side is also always a polynomial 
in x9. Therefore, (19) holds if and only if the coefficients of xj9, 0 < j < 
d - 1, agree on both sides. The comparison of coefficients yields a system of 
d equations for the unknowns h,, , h,_ 1 which has the following form. 
Let N,(f) denote the d X d coefficient matrix over F on the (linear) 
left-hand side of (19). We observe that N,(f > depends only on f and on the 
form of the quotient rule for H (qpl). The differential equation (19) is now 
equivalent to the system 
%(f PT = (h9)T, (20) 
where h = (h,, . . , hd_l) E Fd is the coefficient vector of h and h9 stands 
for the vector (hz, , hyd_ 1) E Fd. 
If we now consider the special case where F = F9 is an arbitrary finite 
field, then h9 = h, and so (19) is equivalent to the homogeneous system of 
linear equations 
[N,(f) - z,]h’ = 0, (21) 
where N9<f) is th e same d X d matrix (now over F,) as in (20). This is the 
desired “linearization” of the factorization problem for polynomials over Fq. 
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THEOREM 3. For any finite field Fq and for any nwnic f E F,[x] of 
degree d > 1 we have 
rank(iVg(f) - Id) = d - m, 
where m is the number of distinct monk irreducible factors off. 
Proof. We have seen above that for F = FV and a fixed denominator f, 
(21) and (15) are equivalent. The solutions of (15) are completely described 
in Theorem 2. Since the first derivative of an irreducible polynomial over Fq 
is a nonzero polynomial, the rational functions gi/gi, 1 < i < m, appearing 
in Theorem 2 are linearly independent over Fq by the uniqueness of the 
partial-fraction decomposition over Fq , and so the solution space given by 
Theorem 2 has dimension m. Consequently, the null space of N,(f > - Zd 
has dimension m. .m 
COROLLARY 1. f is irreducible over Fq if and only if gcd( f, f ‘> = 1 and 
rank(N4(f) - Id) = d - 1. 
We are led to the following deterministic factorization algorithm which 
generalizes the algorithm in [20]. 
ALGORITHM C (Factorization of manic nonconstant polynomials f over 
arbitrary finite fields Fq). 
1. Set up the matrix N <f ). 
2. Solve the system (2IJ f 1’ o mear equations. Each solution h gives rise to a 
polynomial h over Fq whose coefficients are the coordinates of h and 
which solves (19). 
3. Take polynomials h # 0 from step 2, and calculate gcd(f, h) until we get 
gcd(f, h) z 1. 
Then gcd(f, h) is a nontrivial factor of f. From Theorem 2 it follows that if f 
is not squarefree, then any solution h # 0 yields a nontrivial factor gcd( f, h), 
whereas if f is squarefree, then gcd( f, h) is a nontrivial factor if and only if 
ci = 0 for at least one, but not all, i. Thus, if f is squarefree, then exactly 
9 m - (9 - 1)“’ - 1 solutions h yield a nontrivial factor gcd( f, h) of f. 
REMARK 7. If f is squarefree, i.e., if gcd(f, f’> = 1, then we may first 
calculate the rank of N,(f) - I, in step 2. If this rank is d - 1, then f is 
irreducible over Fq and the algorithm stops. 
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Let f E F4[ X] be as in Algorithm C and with canonical factorization (2). If 
h E F,[ x] is a solution of (19), then it follows from the explicit description of 
the solutions of (19) in Theorem 2 that the factor of f complementary to 
gcd(f, h) is given by 
f 
WKf) h) = Lfi gi. 
c,#O 
Therefore, if h runs through all qm solutions obtained in step 2 of Algorithm 
C, then the factors of f complementary to gcd(f, h) yield all 2”’ manic 
factors of the squarefree part g, ... g, of f (with repetitions if 4 > 2). We 
observe that if g and m are not too large, then it is feasible to use all 4”’ 
polynomials h in the calculations of gcd(f, h) and f/gcd(f, h). In both cases, 
we can actually stop as soon as we have generated 2”” distinct polynomials. In 
the case of (22), we obtain a list of polynomials that is guaranteed to contain 
all monk irreducible factors of f. 
The following problem, which arises in the present context for squarefree 
polynomials, can be stated in a general form. 
PROBLEM 2. Let f be a nonconstant polynomial over an arbitrary field, 
and suppose that a complete list of all monk factors off is given. What is the 
most efficient way of extracting all monk irreducible factors of f from this 
list? More generally, what is the most efficient way of obtaining the canonical 
factorization of f from this list? 
There is an obvious “bottom-up” approach to the extraction of the manic 
irreducible factors of f, in which we let M be the set of all nontrivial manic 
factors off (we can assume that M is nonempty) and let d, < d, < ... be 
the degrees of the polynomials in M. If f is squarefree, then every g E M 
with deg(g) < d, + d, is irreducible, and if f is not squarefree, then every 
g E M with deg(g) < 2d, is irreducible. We output all these polynomials g 
and then eliminate the multiples of all these g from M. Then we list the 
degrees of the remaining polynomials in nondecreasing order and continue 
the procedure. This may also be combined with a “top-down” approach, in 
which we calculate the gcd’s of pairs of polynomials from M that do not 
divide each other and retain those gcd’s that are # 1. Then all multiples of 
the retained gcd’s, except the gcd’s themselves, are eliminated from the 
current list of nontrivial manic factors of f. 
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4. PSEUDORANDOM VECTOR GENERATION 
A sequence of k-dimensional pseudorandom vectors is deterministically 
generated in such a way that it simulates a sequence of independent and 
identically distributed random vector variables whose common distribution 
function is the uniform distribution on the k-dimensional unit cube [O, ilk. 
Pseudorandom vectors are needed, for instance, in parallelized simulation 
methods. A survey of algorithms for pseudorandom vector generation can be 
found in [I7, Chapter lo]. In the case of one-dimensional pseudorandom 
vectors we speak of pseudorandom numbers. 
A method for pseudorandom vector generation leading to connections 
with linear algebra problems is the matrix method. Here we select a prime p 
and a matrix A E GL(k, F,). Then a sequence zO, zi, of row vectors 
from Fpk is generated by choosing an initial vector za # 0 and proceeding by 
the recursion 
z,,+ 1 = z,,A for n =O,l,... (23) 
A sequence u,,, ul,. . . of pseudorandom vectors is derived by identifying FTl 
with the set (0, 1, , p - 1) of integers and putting 
1 
U”, = -_z 
P n 
E [O,llk for n = 0, 1,. . . . 
The sequence u,,, u, , is purely periodic, and its least period length 
per(u,) can be at most pk - 1, the number of nonzero vectors in Fpk. We 
can achieve per(u,> = pk - 1 by selecting a matrix A of order pk - 1 in the 
group GL(k, F,), or equivalently, a matrix A whose characteristic polynomial 
is primitive over F!, (compare with [17, Theorem 10.21). For any p and k, 
such a choice of A E GL(k, F,,) is possible. 
A detailed analysis carried out in [15] has shown that in order to guarantee 
the statistical almost-independence of s successive pseudorandom vectors 
u u n+l~“.~%+.5-1 for some .s > 2, we need to choose A in such a way 
&at the vector equation 
(24 
with all h, E (-p/2, p/21k h, as all nontrivial solutions “large.” Concretely, 
this property is assessed by the figure of merit 
e’“‘( A, p) = min r(2h,,. ..,2h,s_,), 
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where the minimum is extended over all nontrivial solutions of (24) with all 
hi E (-p/2, p/21k and where r(h,, . . . , h,_ 1) is the absolute value of the 
product of all components of the hi (with every 0 replaced by 1). To get a 
desirable sequence of pseudorandom vectors, the figure of merit Q’“)( A, p) 
should be as large as possible. 
PROBLEM 3. Find an efficient algorithm for the calculation of the figure 
of merit &‘(A, p). 
In practical implementations of the matrix method, the prime p is taken 
to be large, a typical example being the Mersenne prime p = 231 - 1. For 
primes p of this order of magnitude, the straightforward calculation of 
Q(“)( A, p) becomes a laborious computational task. Therefore, a faster algo- 
rithm as asked for in Problem 3 would significantly improve the practice of 
pseudorandom vector generation. 
It is easy to show that we always have 2 < $“)(A, p) < 2pk. The 
following general existence theorem was proved in [15]: for any prime p and 
for any integers k > 2 and s > 2, there exists a matrix A E GL(k, I$> of 
order pk - 1 in the group GL(k, F,) and with 
Q’“‘( A, p) > 
c(k, s)pk 
(log p)k”-lloglog p ’ 
where the constant c(k, s) > 0 depends only on k and s. This result is best 
possible up to powers of log p, but its proof is nonconstructive. This leads to 
the following open problem. 
PROBLEM 4. Find explicit constructions of matrices A E GL(k, Fp> with 
a large value of Q(“)( A, p). A more refined version of this problem asks for 
matrices A which, in addition, have order p k - 1 in the group GL( k, Fp>. 
We now describe a new generalization of the matrix method for pseudo- 
random vector generation. This generalization is based on vector recursions 
of arbitrary order over finite fields. Let Fq be an arbitrary finite field, and let 
k and m be positive integers. Let A,, A,, . , A,, r be k x k matrices over 
Fq, where A, is assumed to be nonsingular. We define a sequence za, zi, . . 
of row vectors from E;I” by taking initial vectors zO, zi, . . . , z, _ 1 that are not 
all 0 and using the recursion 
Z n + m = C 'n+jAj for n = O,l,... . (25) 
j=O 
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The sequence za, zr, is periodic, and from the fact that A,, is nonsingular 
it follows that it is even purely periodic, since (25) determines each vector z, 
uniquely from its successors z, + r, z, + a, . . . , z, + m. The following result 
provides information on the maximum possible period of the sequence 
zo, zr>. and characterizes the recursions (25) for which this maximum 
possible period is attained. 
THEOREM 4. 
pedz,) =G qk” - 
Any sequence zo, zl, generated by (25) satisfies 




det xmIk - C rjAj 
j=O 1 
is a primitive polynomial over F4, where lk denotes the k X k identity matrix 
over Fq. 
Proof. Let the sequence zo, zr, be generated by (25), and put 
u,, = (z,>z,+l,. ,z,+,,-1) E F;” for n = 0,l >“’ (26) 
Then u. # 0 by the assumption on the initial vectors in the sequence 
zo, zr, We introduce the km X km matrix G over Fg as a block matrix 
composed of k x k matrices over Fg, namely 
G= 
0 0 ... 0 A, 
1, 0 ... 0 A, 
0 1, ‘*’ 0 A, 
. . 
6 6 ... ik A,,[_, I 
Then it follows immediately from (25) that 
U 7L+1 = u,~G for n = O,l,. . . (27) 
Since the sequence zo, zr, . . is purely periodic, the sequence uo, ur, . . . is 
purely periodic, and by (27) and the nonsingularity of G the latter sequence 
consists of nonzero vectors only. Now Fqk” contains exactly qk” - 1 nonzero 
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For the proof of the second part of the theorem, we note first that the 
recursion (27) is like the recursion (23) in the matrix method, but with the 
underlying finite field arbitrary and with the dimension k replaced by km. 
Furthermore, we observe that the proof of [17, Theorem 10.21 works for 
arbitrary finite fields. Thus, by this extension of the quoted theorem we have 
per(u,) = qkm - 1 if and only if the characteristic polynomial det( rZkm - G) 
of the matrix G is a primitive polynomial over F4. The latter determinant can 
be calculated by rowwise operations on the k X k blocks making up the 
matrix xZkm - G. For 2 < j < m, we multiply the jth row of blocks by xi-’ 
and add the result to the first row of blocks. The resulting km X km 
determinant is evaluated by Laplace expansion along the first k rows. This 
yields 
det( xZk, 
Together with per(z,> = per(u,), this implies the second part of the theo- 
rem. n 
COROLLARY 2. Zf det(x "'I, - CT=- 'xjAj) is a primitive polynomial over 
FCJ, then the least period of the siqience u,,, ul, introduced in (26) 
contains each nonzero vector of Fy”” exactly once. 
Proof. Under the stated condition we have pedu,) = q km - 1 by Theo- 
rem 4. By the proof of this theorem, the sequence u,,, vi, . . . contains only 
nonzero vectors, and together with (27) this yields the desired result. W 
We are now ready to introduce a generalization of the matrix method that 
may be called the multiple-recursive matrix method. We choose q = p to be 
a large prime and generate a sequence zO, zi, . . . of row vectors from F; by 
the recursion (25). From this sequence we derive a sequence u,,, ul, . . of 
pseudorandom vectors by identifying Fp with the set 10, 1, . . . , 
p - l} of integers and putting 
1 
u, = -z, E [O,$ for n = O,l,... 
P 
In the case m = 1 this reduces to the matrix method. From the results above 
we get the following information. 
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COROLLARY 3. Any sequence uO, ul,. . . of k-dimensional pseudoran- 
dom vectors generated by (28) is purely periodic with per(u,) < p km - 1. 
Furthermore, we have per(u,) = pk” - 1 fand only if the polynomial 
is a primitive polynomial over FP , where I, denotes the k x k identity matrix 
over FP. 
REMARK 8. From Corollary 2 it follows that if the determinantal condi- 
tion in Corollary 3 is satisfied, then the points 
(un, u,+i,. . . , u,+,-1) E [O> llkrn, n = O,l,. ., pk” - 2, (29) 
run exactly through all the pk” - 1 nonzero points in [O, ljkm all of whose 
coordinates are rationals with fmed denominator p. Therefore, the points in 
(29) show an almost perfect equidistribution. In particular, the sequence 
. passes the m-dimensional serial test for pseudorandom vectors 
Z-Zkkd in [IS]. 
We note that with the multiple-recursive matrix method we can poten- 
tially get much larger period lengths than with the standard matrix method. 
To show inter alia that we can always achieve pel(u,> = pkn’ - 1 by the 
multiple-recursive matrix method, we introduce the following special variant 
of this method for which the periodicity properties are easier to analyze. 
Let again p be a prime, and let k and m be positive integers. Let Fq be 
the finite field with q = p k elements. Generate a sequence yO, yl, of 
elements of F4 by choosing initial values yO, yl, . . . , y, _ 1 that are not all 0 
and using the recursion 
m-1 
Y n+m = jFo ajY"+j for n =O,l,..., (30) 
where CQ, ai, ” , a,-1 are fixed elements of F<,. If we select these ele- 
ments in such a way that the characteristic polynomial of the recursion (301, 
namely 
m-1 
xm - jFo Txj> 
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is a primitive polynomial over Fq, then the sequence yO, yi, . . . is purely 
periodic with per(y”) = q* - 1 = pk” - 1. Furthermore, we choose a basis 
B of Fq over Fp, and for n = 0, 1, . we let z, E Fpk be the coordinate 
vector of yn relative to the basis B. Finally, a sequence uO, ui, . . . of 
pseudorandom vectors is obtained by identifying Fp with the set (0, 1, , 
p - 1) of integers and putting 
1 
u, = -z, E [O, Ilk for n = O,l,... . 
P 
In practical implementations, p is taken to be a large prime. 
From the above we see that if the characteristic polynomial of (30) is 
primitive over Fq, then the sequence uO, ui, . . . defined by (31) is purely 
periodic with per(u,,> = pk” - 1. In the case m = 1 we get a method first 
described by Niederreiter [I2, p. 7611. Since multiplication by a fmed 
element CY E Fq is a linear operator on the vector space Fq over Fp and thus 
has a matrix representation, we can view the pseudorandom vector generator 
(31) as a special variant of the multiple-recursive matrix method. Moreover, 
for any p, k, and m there exists a primitive polynomial of degree m over Fq 
with q = pk, and so this shows that we can always achieve pedu,) = pk” - 1 
by the multiple-recursive matrix method. We note also that if we form from 
the sequence (31) the points (29), then the property stated in Remark 8 
holds, so that the sequence (31) passes in particular the m-dimensional serial 
test. 
The methods for pseudorandom vector generation described above lead 
to methods for pseudorandom number generation. In general, any sequence 
of pseudorandom vectors yields a sequence of pseudorandom numbers by 
coordinate projection. For instance, if uO, u,, . . is an arbitrary sequence of 
k-dimensional pseudorandom vectors with k > 2 and if x, is the first 
coordinate of u, for n = 0, 1, . . . , then ~a, xi,. . can be taken as a 
sequence of pseudorandom numbers. In particular, by coordinate projection 
we get interesting pseudorandom number generators from the multiple- 
recursive matrix method for pseudorandom vector generation. 
A second method of deriving useful pseudorandom number generators 
from the theory developed above is the p-adic digit method. Here we choose 
a small prime p, such as p = 2, and integers k > 2 and m 2 1. Then we 
consider a sequence za, zl, . . of row vectors from Fi generated by the 
recursion (25) with q = p. Let 
Z, = (zii), . , z:“)) for n = 0, 1, , 
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with 2:) E FP = (0, 1, . . . , p - 1) for 1 < i < k and o > 0. Now we define 
asequence ya, yi,... of pseudorandom numbers by 
k 
Y” = c $)p-” for n = O,l,... . (32) 
i=l 
In other words, each number yn is obtained from the corresponding vector 
z, by interpreting the string of coordinates of z, as the string of p-adic digits 
of a real number in the interval [O, 1). In the special case where each matrix 
A. in (25) is a scalar multiple of the k X k identity matrix over FP, we get the 
c assical GFSR method for pseudorandom number generation; see [17, r’ . 
Chapter 91 for an exposition of the latter method. 
THEOREM 5. Any sequence yO, yl, . of pseudorandom number-s de- 
fined by (32) is purely periodic with per( y,,) < pkm - 1. Furthermore, we 
have per( y,,) = pkm - 1 if and only if the polynomial 
m-l 
xmZk - c dAj 
j=o 
is a primitive polynomial over FP, where Zk is the k X k identity matrix over 
Fr>. 
Proof. From the definition of the numbers yn we see that for nonnega- 
tive integers 1 and n we have y1 = y,, if and only if z1 = z,. This implies that 
the sequence yO, yi, is purely periodic and that per( y,,) = per(z,>. The 
rest follows by invoking Theorem 4 with q = p. n 
REMARK 9. It follows from Corollary 2 with q = p that if the determi- 
nantal condition in Theorem 5 is satisfied, then the points 
(Yn, Yn+l,. . .) Yn+m-l) E LO> urn> n = O,l,. , pk” - 2, (33) 
run exactly through all the p km - 1 nonzero points in [0, 1)” all of whose 
coordinates are rationals with fixed denominator pk. Therefore, the points in 
(33) show an almost perfect equidistribution. In particular, the sequence 
YO> Yl>..’ passes the m-dimensional serial test for pseudorandom numbers. 
The p-adic digit method can of course also be applied by working with 
the recursion (30). Let again p be a small prime, and choose integers k > 2 
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and m 2 1. Generate a sequence y,,, yl, . . . of elements of Fq with q = pk 
by (30). For n = 0, 1, let 
z, = (z;l), . , z;“)) E F;, 
with z;) E Fp = IO, 1,. . . , p - l} for 1 < i < k and n > 0, be the coordi- 
nate vector of y,, relative to a chosen basis of Fq over F,. Then we define a 
sequence yO, yi,. . of pseudorandom numbers by 
for n=O,l,... . (34 
i=l 
polynomial of the 
yO, yi, . . . defined 
recursion (30) is 
by (34) is purely 
If we assume that the characteristic 
primitive over Fq, then the sequence 
periodic with per( yn) = pk” - 1. Furthermore, if we form from the se- 
quence (34) the points (331, then the property stated in Remark 9 holds, so 
that the sequence (34) passes in particular the m-dimensional serial test. 
Further work needs to be done on the sequences of pseudorandom 
numbers defined by (32) and (34). For instance, it should be investigated to 
what extent the net property established for GFSR pseudorandom numbers 
in [I31 holds also for the pseudorandom numbers introduced here. The 
author plans to return to this topic in a later article. 
5. A COMBINATORIAL PROBLEM FOR VECTOR SPACES 
OVER FINITE FIELDS 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over the finite field Fv, and let 
s and m be positive integers. For a two-parameter system 
C={cj’)~V:l~i~s,l~jdm} (35) 
of vectors in V, we define Q(C) to be the largest integer d such that any 
subsystem {c$~) : 1 <j < dj, 1 < i < s) with 0 < di < m for 1 < i < s and 
Es= ,d, = d is linearly independent in V (where the empty system is viewed 
as linearly independent). We always have 0 < Q(C) < min(m.s, k), where 
k=dimV. 
PROBLEM 5. For any given V, s, and m find the maximum value of e(C) 
among all systems C of the form (35). 
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This problem is trivial for ms < k, since in that case the maximum value 
of p(C) is clearly equal to ms. Thus, in the sequel we can assume ms > k. 
Then we always have 0 < e(C) < k. 
There are two special cases of Problem 5 that are important for applica- 
tions. The first is m = 1 and s > k, which is of relevance in algebraic coding 
theory. We take V = Fqk, and then the system C in (35) consists of the 
vectors c$r), . . . , cy) from F:. If we write cy), . , cl”’ as the columns of a 
k x s matrix H and if H has rank k, then H can be viewed as a parity-check 
matrix of a linear code L over Fy of length s and dimension s - k. Note that 
e(C) is equal to the largest value of d such that any d columns of H are 
linearly independent, and so e(C) + 1 is the minimum distance of the code 
L. Thus, in the case m = 1 and s > k, Problem 5 is equivalent to a basic 
problem of algebraic coding theory, namely that of determining the largest 
minimum distance which can be achieved by a linear code over Fcf with given 
length s and given dimension s - k (see e.g. [2, pp. 329-3301). 
The second important special case of Problem 5 is m = k and s > 1. 
With V = F;“, this case arises in the construction of so-called nets, which are 
very evenly distributed point sets in unit cubes (compare with [I7, Chapter 
41). A system C = {cj’) E Fy” : 1 < i < s, 1 <j < m) with a large value of 
e(C) gives rise to a net with strong uniformity properties in the s-dimen- 
sional unit cube. Such nets are useful e.g. in multidimensional numerical 
integration (see again [ 171). 
Upper bounds for e(C) that are valid for any system C in (35), and for 
even more general systems, were established in Niederreiter 1161. For the 
special case m = k and s > 1 that is relevant for the construction of nets, an 
upper bound for e(C) was also derived in Niederreiter [I8]. We refer also to 
Mullen and Whittle [lo] for closely related work on nets. 
A general construction of Niederreiter [16] shows that we can always 
achieve the value e(C) = k f or s < q + 1 and arbitrary k and m. For 
s > q + 1 and arbitrary k and m, the same construction yields a system C 
with 
e(C) > k - cslogs, 
where c > 0 is an absolute constant. 
An infinite-dimensional version of Problem 5 is of interest in the theory of 
uniform point distributions in unit cubes. Let Fy be the vector space of 
sequences of elements of F, and let 
Cc”) = {ey) E Fr : I < i < s and j 2 I} 
(36) 
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be a two-parameter system of elements of FT. For a positive integer m let 
~~1 F,” + F” be the linear map which takes a sequence of elements of F4 
into the m-t\ple of first m terms of the sequence, and put 
The aim is to find systems C (m) of the form (36) for which m - &Cc”‘> is 
bounded as a function of m, and ideally the upper bound should be as small 
as possible. Initially, it is not even clear that such systems C(“) exist, but 
explicit constructions can in fact be given (see [Id, Lemma 4; 17, pp. gO-gI]). 
It is not likely that these constructions are optimal, in the sense of achieving 
the minimum value of 
sup [m - @(Ccm91 
n>l 
(37) 
for any given q and s. 
A method of generalizing the constructions of systems C(“’ mentioned 
above was introduced in [19], and this method has the potential of leading to 
improvements on the values in (37) obtained so far. Let K be an algebraic 
function field with a finite constant field, and suppose that K has exactly one 
infinite prime P,. Let R be the ring of all Sintegers of K, where 9 is the 
set of all finite primes of K. Choose a local uniformizing parameter z at P, 
such that Z- ’ E R. The residue class field corresponding to P, is a finite 
field, say Fq. Then every element of K has an expansion C~=,t, z r with an 
integer w and all t, E Fy . Now, for a given positive integer s, we choose s 
distinct finite primes P,, . . . , P, of K. For 1 < i < s let vi be the normalized 
exponential valuation corresponding to P,, and let V, be the normalized 
exponential valuation corresponding to P, (compare with [22, p. 121). Then 
we choose k,, , k, E R with v,(k,) = ail for 1 < i, I < s, where Si, is the 
Kronecker symbol. We also want the property that for any b E F,[z-‘1 with 
b # 0 and pi(b) > 0 we have v,(b) < v,(ki). Put e, = - v,(ki), so that e, is 
a positive integer by the product formula [22, pp. 186-1871. For integers 
I<i<sandj>I consider the expansion 
with all a(i, j, r) E Fq. Then for 1 < i < s, j 2 1, and T 2 1 we define 
c:!: = a(i, Q(i,j) + 1, r + u(i,j)) E Fq, 
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where j - 1 = Q(i, j)ei + u(i, j) with integers Q(i,j) and u(i,j) and 0 < 
~(i, j) < ei. Finally, we define the system C’“’ of the form (36) consisting of 
cji)= (cj~~,c,!~~,...) E F” 4 for 1 <i <s and j > 1. (39) 
THEOREM 6. Under the conditions above, the system Cc”) defined by 
(38) and (39) satisfies 
g(Ccm)) > m - k ( ei - 1) for all m > 1, 
i=l 
where ei = - v,(ki) for 1 < i < s. 
The proof of Theorem 6 depends of course on the theory of algebraic 
function fields. It is thus beyond the scope of this article and will be given 
elsewhere. 
The author is grateful to Don Coppersmith, Hendrik Lenstra, Victor 
Miller, and Victor Shoup for useful discussions on factorization of polynomi- 
als over finite fields. 
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